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HTC-LP112DID 
Intelligent Traffic & License Plate Camera

The fog penetration technology enables the
HTC-LP112DID to peer through fog and smoke to
recover real color images from foggy or smoky video
streams. It greatly enhances the camera’s identification
ratio by delivering more information-rich imagery.

The camera integrates four intelligent traffic modes that
enable it to adjust automatically to the image-capture
environment. Intelligent traffic cameras adjust to the mode
appropriate for conditions, enabling them to monitor 
surrounding areas to gather information on vehicle type,
color and shape.

Users can schedule automatic switches between color and
b/w modes. When subjected to transitory external lighting 
changes, sensor-based switches can inadvertently change 
modes, causing cameras to capture b/w images in daylight
and color images at night. Scheduled switching ensures that 
the camera remains unaffected by such external factors and
continues to capture images in the correct mode.

CatchAll II technology enables the camera to suppress
highbeam headlights and capture crispier, clear images
for identification.

The HTC-LP112DID is an intelligent traffic camera optimized for captureing overviews
and license plates. Our advanced CatchAll II and Lumii II technologies greatly

enchance the HTC-LP112DID’s Surveillance capabilities and functionality.
These, together with our industry-leading fog-penetration technology, truly

make this camera one of the market’s top traffic solutions.
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Wide dynamic range optimized an image to ensure that dark
areas are more visible while retaining detail in bright areas. 
WDR is ideal for scenes where objects are difficult to recognize
due to severe backlight or shadows. Places like bank entrances
tend to be under lit or over lit. A typical camera would produce
and image where a person in the dark area could hardly be
recognized, where as WDR cameras produce clear details not
only of the person in the foreground but also of the background.

Fog Penetration

Headlight Suppression

Intelligent Traffic Modes

Wide Dynamic Range

Scheduled ICR Day/Night Switching

3D noice reduction is a powerful method for
reducing image noise that produces extremely clear 
images even in very dim lighting conditions.

3D DNR
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Specifications are Subject to Change without notice.
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